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Abstract

The photorealistic modeling of large-scale scenes, such
as urban structures, requires a fusion of range sensing tech-
nology and traditional digital photography. This paper
presents a system that integrates multiview geometry and
automated 3D registration techniques for texture mapping
2D images onto 3D range data. The 3D range scans and the
2D photographs are respectively used to generate a pair of
3D models of the scene. The first model consists of a dense
3D point cloud, produced by using a 3D-to-3D registration
method that matches 3D lines in the range images. The sec-
ond model consists of a sparse 3D point cloud, produced
by applying a multiview geometry (structure-from-motion)
algorithm directly on a sequence of 2D photographs. This
paper introduces a novel algorithm for automatically recov-
ering the rotation, scale, and translation that best aligns the
dense and sparse models. This alignment is necessary to en-
able the photographs to be optimally texture mapped onto
the dense model. The contribution of this work is that it
merges the benefits of multiview geometry with automated
registration of 3D range scans to produce photorealistic
models with minimal human interaction. We present results
from experiments in large-scale urban scenes.

1. Introduction

The photorealistic modeling of large-scale scenes, such
as urban structures, requires a combination of range sensing
technology with traditional digital photography. A system-
atic way for registering 3D range scans and 2D images is
thus essential. This paper presents a system that integrates
multiview geometry and automated 3D registration tech-
niques for texture mapping 2D images onto 3D range data.�
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The novelty of our approach is that it exploits all possible re-
lationships between 3D range scans and 2D images by per-
forming 3D-to-3D range registration, 2D-to-3D image-to-
range registration, and structure from motion. Several pa-
pers, including this one, provide frameworks for automated
texture mapping onto 3D range scans [15, 19, 29, 33, 38].
These methods are based on extracting features (e.g., points,
lines, edges, rectangles or rectangular parallelepipeds) and
matching them between the 2D images and the 3D range
scans. Our approach provides a solution of increased ro-
bustness, efficiency and generality with respect to previous
methods. Our contribution is discussed in Sec. 2.

Despite the advantages of feature-based texture mapping
solutions, most systems that attempt to recreate photore-
alistic models do so by requiring the manual selection of
features among the 2D images and the 3D range scans, or
by rigidly attaching a camera onto the range scanner and
thereby fixing the relative position and orientation of the
two sensors with respect to each other [1, 9, 25, 28, 37]. The
fixed-relative position approach provides a solution that has
the following major limitations:

1. The acquisition of the images and range scans occur
at the same point in time and from the same location
in space. This leads to a lack of 2D sensing flexibil-
ity since the limitations of 3D range sensor position-
ing, such as standoff distance and maximum distance,
will cause constraints on the placement of the camera.
Also, the images may need to be captured at different
times, particularly if there were poor lighting condi-
tions at the time that the range scans were acquired.

2. The static arrangement of 3D and 2D sensors prevents
the camera from being dynamically adjusted to the re-
quirements of each particular scene. As a result, the
focal length and relative position must remain fixed.

3. The fixed-relative position approach cannot handle the
case of mapping historical photographs on the models



or of mapping images captured at different instances in
time. These are capabilities that our method achieves.

In summary, fixing the relative position between the 3D
range and 2D image sensors sacrifices the flexibility of 2D
image capture. Alternatively, methods that require manual
interaction for the selection of matching features among the
3D scans and the 2D images are error-prone, slow, and not
scalable to large datasets. These limitations motivate the
work described in this paper, making it essential for pro-
ducing photorealistic models of large-scale urban scenes.

The texture mapping solution described in this paper
merges the benefits of multiview geometry with automated
3D-to-3D range registration and 2D-to-3D image-to-range
registration to produce photorealistic models with minimal
human interaction. The 3D range scans and the 2D pho-
tographs are respectively used to generate a pair of 3D mod-
els of the scene. The first model consists of a dense 3D point
cloud, produced by using a 3D-to-3D registration method
that matches 3D lines in the range images to bring them
into a common reference frame. The second model con-
sists of a sparse 3D point cloud, produced by applying a
multiview geometry (structure-from-motion) algorithm di-
rectly on a sequence of 2D photographs to simultaneously
recover the camera motion and the 3D positions of image
features. This paper introduces a novel algorithm for au-
tomatically recovering the similarity transformation (rota-
tion/scale/translation) that best aligns the sparse and dense
models. This alignment is necessary to enable the pho-
tographs to be optimally texture mapped onto the dense
model. No a priori knowledge about the camera poses rel-
ative to the 3D sensor’s coordinate system is needed, other
than the fact that one image frame should overlap the 3D
structure (see Sec. 4). Given one sparse point cloud derived
from the photographs and one dense point cloud produced
by the range scanner, a similarity transformation between
the two point clouds is computed in an automatic and effi-
cient way (Fig. 1). The framework of our system is:� A set of 3D range scans of the scene are acquired and

co-registered to produce a dense 3D point cloud in a
common reference frame (Sec. 3).� An independent sequence of 2D images is gathered,
taken from various viewpoints that do not necessarily
coincide with those of the range scanner. A sparse 3D
point cloud is reconstructed from these images by us-
ing a structure-from-motion (SFM) algorithm (Sec. 5).� A subset of the 2D images are automatically registered
with the dense 3D point cloud acquired from the range
scanner (Sec. 4).� Finally, the complete set of 2D images is automatically
aligned with the dense 3D point cloud (Sec. 6). This

last step provides an integration of all the 2D and 3D
data in the same frame of reference. It also provides
the transformation that aligns the models gathered via
range sensing and computed via structure from motion.

2. Related Work

There are many approaches for the solution of the pose
estimation problem from both point correspondences [22,
26] and line correspondences [6, 13], when a set of matched
3D and 2D points or lines are known, respectively. In the
early work of [8], the probabilistic RANSAC method was
introduced for automatically computing matching 3D and
2D points. This approach works well only when the per-
centage of incorrectly matched pairs (outliers) is small. So-
lutions in automated matching of 3D with 2D features in
the context of object recognition and localization include
[4, 11, 14, 16, 17, 35]. Very few methods, though, attack the
problem of automated alignment of images with dense point
clouds derived from range scanners. This problem is of ma-
jor importance for automated photorealistic reconstruction
of large-scale scenes from range and image data. In [29, 19]
two methods that exploit orthogonality constraints (rectan-
gular features and vanishing points) in man-made scenes
are presented. The methods can provide excellent results,
but will fail in the absence of a sufficient number of linear
features. Ikeuchi [15], on the other hand, presents an au-
tomated 2D-to-3D registration method that relies on the re-
flectance range image. However, the algorithm requires an
initial estimate of the image-to-range alignment in order to
converge. Finally, [33] presents a method that works under
specific outdoor lighting situations.

A system whose goals are very similar to ours is de-
scribed in [38]. In that work, continuous video is aligned
onto a 3D point cloud obtained from a 3D sensor. First, an
SFM/stereo algorithm produces a 3D point cloud from the
video sequence. This point cloud is then registered to the
3D point cloud acquired from the range scanner by apply-
ing the ICP algorithm [3]. One limitation of this approach
has to do with the shortcomings of the ICP algorithm. In
particular, the 3D point clouds must be manually brought
close to each to yield a good initial estimate that is required
for the ICP algorithm to work. The ICP may fail in scenes
with few discontinuities, such as those replete with planar
or cylindrical structures. Also, in order for the ICP algo-
rithm to work, a very dense model from the video sequence
must be generated. This means that the method of [38] is
restricted to video sequences, which limits the resolution of
the 2D imagery. Finally, that method does not automatically
compute the difference in scale between the range model
and the recovered SFM/stereo model.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:� Like [38], we compute a model from a collection of



Figure 1. (a): 22 registered range scans of Shepard Hall (CCNY) constitute a dense 3D point cloud model
�����	��
�

(Sec. 3). The
color of each 3D point corresponds to the intensity of the returned laser beam, and no texture mapping has been applied yet. The
five white dots correspond to the locations of the 2D images that are independently registered with the model

� ���	��
�
via a 2D-to-3D

image-to-range registration algorithm (Sec. 4). (b): The 3D range model
�����	��
��

overlaid with the 3D model
��� ���

produced by
SFM (Sec. 5) after the alignment method of Sec. 6. The points of

� � ���
are shown in red, and the sequence of 2D images that

produced
� � ���

are shown as red dots in the figure. Their positions have been accurately recovered with respect to both models� ���	��
�
and

� � ���
(Sec. 6).

images via SFM. Our method for aligning the range
and SFM models, described in Sec. 6, does not rely on
ICP and thus does not suffer from its limitations.� We are able to automatically compute the scale differ-
ence between the range and SFM models.� Like [19], we perform 2D-to-3D image-to-range regis-
tration for a few (at least one) images of our collection.
This feature-based method provides excellent results
in the presence of a sufficient number of linear fea-
tures. Therefore, the images that contain enough linear
features are registered using that method. The utiliza-
tion of the SFM model allows us to align the remaining
images with a method that involves robust point (and
not line) correspondences.� We generate an optimal texture mapping result by us-
ing contributions of all 2D images.

3. 3D-to-3D Range Registration

The first step is to acquire a set of range scans ���������� �"!#!"!$�&%('
that adequately covers the 3D scene. The laser

range scanner used in our work is a Cyrax 2500 [18], an
active sensor that sweeps an eye-safe laser beam across the
scene. It is capable of gathering one million 3D points at a
maximum distance of 100 meters with an accuracy of 5mm.
Each 3D point is associated with four values ��) ��*+��,-��.	'�/ ,
where �0) ��*1�&,2'�/ is its Cartesian coordinates in the scanner’s

local coordinate system, and
.

is the laser intensity of the
returned laser beam.

Each range scan then passes through an automated seg-
mentation algorithm [30] to extract a set of major 3D planes
and a set of geometric 3D lines 354 from each scan 67��8�#!#!"!$�&%

. The geometric 3D lines are computed as the in-
tersections of segmented planar regions and as the borders
of the segmented planar regions. In addition to the geomet-
ric lines 3 4 , a set of reflectance 3D lines 9 4 are extracted
from each 3D range scan. The range scans are registered
in the same coordinate system via the automated 3D-to-
3D feature-based range-scan registration method of [5, 31].
The method is based on an automated matching procedure
of linear features of overlapping scans. As a result, all range
scans are registered with respect to one selected pivot scan.
The set of registered 3D points from the

%
scans is called%;:<�=#>#?

(Fig. 1(a)).

4. 2D-to-3D Image-to-Range Registration

The automated 2D-to-3D image-to-range registration
method of [19] is used for the automated calibration and
registration of a single 2D image @#A with the 3D range
model

% :B<�=#>#?
. The computation of the rotational transfor-

mation between @#A and
% :B<�=">$?

is achieved by matching at
least two vanishing points computed from @CA with major
scene directions computed from clustering the linear fea-
tures extracted from

% :B<�=">$?
. The method is based on the



assumption that the 3D scene contains a cluster of vertical
and horizontal lines. This is a valid assumption in urban
scene settings.

The internal camera parameters consist of focal length,
principal point, and other parameters in the camera calibra-
tion matrix D [10]. They are derived from the scene’s van-
ishing points, whereby the 2D images are assumed to be
free of distortion. Finally, the translation between @CA and% :B<�=">$?

is computed after higher-order features such as 2D
rectangles from the 2D image and 3D parallelepipeds from
the 3D model are extracted and automatically matched.

With this method, a few 2D images can be independently
registered with the model

%E:<�=#>#?
. The algorithm will fail

to produce satisfactory results in parts of the scene where
there is a lack of 2D and 3D features for matching. Also,
since each 2D image is independently registered with the
3D model, valuable information that can be extracted from
relationships between the 2D images (SFM) is not utilized.
In order to solve the aforementioned problems, an SFM
module (Sec. 5) and final alignment module (Sec. 6) has
been added into the system. These two modules increase
the robustness of the reconstructed model, and improve the
accuracy of the final texture mapping results. Therefore, the
2D-to-3D image-to-range registration algorithm is used in
order to register a few 2D images (five shown in Fig. 1(a))
that produce results of high quality. The final registration
of the 2D image sequence with the range model

%F:B<�=#>#?
is

performed after SFM is utilized (Sec. 5).

5. Multiview pose estimation and 3D structure
reconstruction

The input to our system is a sequence GH�JIK@ AML N �� �"!#!"!$��OQP
of high resolution still images that capture the

3D scene. This is necessary to produce photorealistic scene
representations. Therefore we have to attack the problem
of finding correspondences in a sequence of wide-baseline
high resolution images, a problem that is much harder than
feature tracking from a video sequence. Fortunately, there
are several recent approaches that attack the wide-baseline
matching problem [27, 34, 20]. For the purposes of our
system, we have adopted the scale-invariant feature trans-
form (SIFT) method [20] for pairwise feature extraction and
matching. In general, structure from motion (SFM) from a
set images has been rigorously studied [7, 10, 21].

Our method for pose estimation and partial structure re-
covery is based on sequential updating. The method is sim-
ilar to work explained in [2, 24]. In order to get very accu-
rate pose estimation, we assume that the camera(s) are pre-
calibrated. It is, of course, possible to recover unknown and
varying focal length by first recovering pose and structure
up to an unknown projective transform and then upgrading
to Euclidean space as shown in [12, 32, 23]. However,

some of the assumptions that these methods make (e.g., no
skew, approximate knowledge of the aspect ratio and prin-
cipal point) may produce visible mismatches in a high res-
olution texture map. Thus, for the sake of accuracy we are
utilizing the camera calibration method of [36].

The following steps describe our SFM implementation.
First, we determine the lens distortion and compensate for
it in images @#4R6S� �8�#T"T#TU��O

. Then, for each pair 6 and6MV �
, a list of 2D feature matches is generated using SIFT

[20]. An initial motion and structure is computed from the
first two images @CW and @#X as follows. The relative pose (ro-
tation � , and translation Y ) is calculated by the decompo-
sition of the essential matrix Z[�\D /^] D , after the fun-
damental matrix

]
computation (via RANSAC to elimi-

nate outliers). The matrix D contains the internal cam-
era calibration parameters. The pose of the first camera
( @ W ) is set to � W �_G � Y W �a` , and for the second ( @ X )
to � X �b� � Y X �bY . Then, an initial point cloud of 3D
points ced is computed from the 2D correspondences be-
tween @CW and @$X through triangulation. Finally, the rela-
tive pose and 3D structure is refined via the minimization
of the following meaningful geometric reprojection error:fhg�ijUkBl / kBl mMn Xo

4�p^W
orqts ��4

qvu
Dxw �y4 L YU4{z{c d ' s X , where ���|W

q � ��X
q '

is the pair of matching 2D features between images @ W and@ X that produced the point ced .
After the initial motion and structure is computed from

first pair, the remaining pairs are used to further augment
the SFM computation. For each image @"4 � 6}��~ T"T#T�O the
following operations are performed:

� A set of common features are found between the three
images @ 4��+X , @ 40�UW , and @ 4 . These are features that have
been tracked from frame @ 40�1X to frame @ 4���W and then
to frame @ 4 via the SIFT algorithm. The 3D points as-
sociated with the matched features between @ 4��+X and@ 4���W are recorded as well.

� From the 2D features and 3D points collected in the
previous step, the pose �0� 4 � Y 4 ' of image @ 4 is com-
puted using the Direct Linear Transform (DLT) with
RANSAC for outlier detection. Finally, the pose is fur-
ther refined via a nonlinear steepest-descent algorithm.

� A new set of 3D points cS�d can now be computed from
the remaining 2D features that are seen only in images@#4���W and @$4 (these features where not seen in image@ 4��+X and thus no 3D point was computed for them).
These new 3D points are projected onto the previous
images of the sequence @ 40�1X �#!�!�!�� @ W in order to rein-
force more correspondences (normalized correlation
with subpixel accuracy) between sub-sequences of the
images in the list.



� Finally, these new (corresponding) features and 3D
points cS� d are added to the database of feature corre-
spondences/3D points. Tests that detect duplicate fea-
tures and occlusions occur before their addition to the
database.

The final step is the refinement of the computed pose
and structure by a global bundle adjustment procedure that
involves all images of the sequence. In order to do that we
are using 2D feature points that are either fully or partially
tracked throughout the sequence. This procedure minimizes
the following reprojection error:fhg�ijUkl / kBl m�n

�o
4�p^W

o�q s � 4
q u

Dxw � 4 L Y 4 z{c�d ' s X
In the previous formula each sequence of tracked 2D fea-

ture points �0� W
q � � X

q �#!"!#!"� ��A
q '

correspond to the recon-
structed 3D point ced .
6. Alignment of 2D Image Sequences Onto 3D-

Range Point Clouds

The set of dense range scans IK� � L ��� � �"!#!"!$�&%�P
are

registered in the same reference frame (Sec. 3), producing
a 3D range model called

% :B<�=#>#?
. On the other hand, the

sequence of 2D images G��(IC@"A L N � �8�#!"!#!$�&OQP
produces a

sparser 3D model of the scene (Sec. 5) called
%H���0�

. Both
of these models are represented as clouds of 3D points. The
distance between any two points in

%H:B<�=">$?
corresponds to

the actual distance of the points in 3D space, whereas the
distance of any two points in

% �����
is the actual distance

multiplied by an unknown scale factor � . In order to align
the two models a similarity transformation that includes the
scale factor � , a rotation � and a translation Y needs to
be computed. In this section, a novel algorithm that au-
tomatically computes this transformation is presented. The
transformation allows for the optimal texture mapping of
all images onto the dense

% :<�=#>#?
model, and thus provides

photorealistic results of high quality.
Every point � from

%E���0�
can be projected onto a 2D

image @#A���G by the following transformation:� ��D A w � AeL Y A zCc (1)

where � � �0) ��*+�"�C' is a pixel on image @ A , c ���� ���������#�C'
is a point of

% ���0�
, D A is the projection matrix,� A is the rotation transformation and Y A is the translation

vector. These matrices and points c are computed by the
SFM method (Sec. 5).

Some of the 2D images G#���bG are also automatically
registered with the 3D range model

% :B<�=">$?
(Sec. 4). Thus,

each point of
% :B<�=#>#?

can be projected onto each 2D image@$AS��G$� by the following transformation:� ��D�AUw � � A L Y � A�z"� (2)

where � � ��) ��*+�#�C' is a pixel in image @ A , � ��0� ���������#�K'
is a point of model

%E:B<�=">$?
, D A is the projec-

tion matrix of @ A , ��� A is the rotation and Yy� A is the transla-
tion. These transformations are computed by the 2D-to-3D
registration method (Sec. 4).

The key idea is to use the images in @ A �tG$� as ref-
erences in order to find the corresponding points between%;:<�=#>#?

and
% �����

. The similarity transformation between%;:<�=#>#?
and

% ���0�
is then computed based on these corre-

spondences. In summary, the algorithm works as follows:

1. Each point of
%E���0�

is projected onto @#Ab�bG#� us-
ing Eq. (1). Each pixel �^� 4 l

q��
of @#A is associated with

the closest projected point c � %E���0�
in an 9¢¡;9

neighborhood on the image. Each point of
% :B<�=">$?

is also projected onto @#A using Eq. (2). Similarly,
each pixel �M� 4 l

q��
is associated with the projected point�£� %;:B<�=">$?

in an 9¤¡79 neighborhood (Fig. 2). Z-
buffering is used to handle occlusions.

2. If a pixel �M� 4 l
q��

of image @ A is associated with a pair
of 3D points �0c � � '

, one from
% ���0�

and the other
from

%;:B<�=">$?
, then these two 3D points are considered

as candidate matches. Thus, for each 2D-image in GC�
a set of matches is computed, producing a collection
of candidate matches named ¥ . These 3D-3D corre-
spondences between points of

% :B<�=">$?
and points of%E���0�

could be potentially used for the computation
of the similarity transformation between the two mod-
els. The set ¥ contains many outliers, due to the very
simple closest-point algorithm utilized. However, ¥
can be further refined (Sec. 6.1) into a set of robust 3D
point correspondences ¦§�H¥ .

3. Finally, the transformation between
% :B<�=">$?

and
%;���0�

is computed by minimizing a weighted error functionZ (Sec. 6.1) based on the final robust set of correspon-
dences ¦ .

¨R©Bª «S¬®82¯1°�±�¬³²R´µ¯1²�¶·¯¹¸§¯·º»²R¯+¼½¯1²®¾À¿M²�´ÂÁ|±RÃ¾8ÄB¼¤Ä�Å-¿U¾8Ä	¬³²
The set of candidate matches ¥ computed in the second

step of the previous algorithm contains outliers due to errors
introduced from the various modules of the system (SFM,
2D-to-3D registration, range sensing). It is thus important
to filter out as many outliers as possible through verifica-
tion procedures. A natural verification procedure involves
the difference in scale between the two models. Consider
two pairs of plausible matched 3D-points �0c|Æ � ��Æ ' and��cSÇ � ��Ç ' ( cSÈ denotes points from the

%E���0�
model, while�5d points from the the

% :B<�=#>#?
model). If these were indeed

correct correspondences, then the scale factor between be-
tween the two models would be �É� s c�Æ

u
c�Ç s"Ê·s ��Æ

u



Figure 2. (a): The points of model
� � ���

projected onto one
2D image ËÍÌ (Sec. 5). The projected points are shown in
green. (b): The points of model

�����	��
��
projected onto the

same 2D image Ë$Ì (projected points shown in green) after
the automatic 2D-to-3D registration (Sec. 4). Note that the
density of 3D range points is much higher than the density
of the SFM points, due to the different nature of the two
reconstruction processes. Finding corresponding points be-
tween

� ���	��
�
and

� � ���
is possible on the 2D image space

of Ë Ì . This yields the transformation between the two mod-
els (Sec. 6).

��Ç s . Since the computed scale factor should be the same
no matter which correct matching pair is used, then a robust
set of correspondences from ¥ should contain only these
pairs that produce the same scale factor � . The constant
scale factor among correctly picked pairs is thus an invari-
ant feature that we exploit. We now explain how we achieve
this robust set of correspondences.

For each image @ A �ÎG$� , let us call the camera’s cen-
ter of projection as Ï5ÐÑ�ÒÓ in the local coordinate system of%;���0�

and Ï5Ô Ó�ÕÓ in the coordinate system of
% :B<�=">$?

. These
two centers have been computed from two independent pro-
cesses: SFM (Sec. 5) and 2D-to-3D registration (Sec. 4).
Then for any candidate match, ��c � � ' �¹¥ , a candidate
scale factor � W ��c � � '

can be computed as:

� W �0c � � ' � s c
u
Ï5ÐÑ�ÒÓ ss �

u
Ï Ô Ó ÕÓ s

If we keep the match �0c � � '
fixed and we consider every

other match ��cS� � ��� ' �Ö¥ , 9
u �

candidate scale factors� X ��c×� � ��� ' and 9
u �

candidate scale factors �KØ ��c×� � ��� ' ( 9
is the number of matches in ¥ ) are computed as:

�CX ��c � � � � ' � s c×�
u
Ï5ÐÑ�ÒÓ ss � �

u
Ï Ô Ó�ÕÓ s � � Ø �0c � � � � ' � s c

u
cS� ss �

u
� � s

That means that if we keep the match ��c � � '
fixed, and

consider all other matches �0c�� � ��� ' we can compute a
triple of candidate scale factors: ��W �0c � � 'Í� �"X2�0cS� � ��� ' , and�CØ ��c×� � ��� ' . We then consider the two pairs of matches��c � � '

and ��c×� � ��� ' as compatible if the scale factors in
the above triple are close with respect to each other. By
fixing ��c � � '

, all matches that are compatible with it are
found. The confidence in the match ��c � � '

is the number
of compatible matches it has. By going through all matches
in ¥ , their confidence is computed via the above procedure.
Out of these matches the one with the highest confidence
is selected as the most prominent: �0cSÙ � �×Ù ' . Let us call¥ Ó the set that contains �0cSÙ � �SÙ ' and all other matches
that are compatible with it. Note that this set is based on
the centers of projection of image @ A as computed by SFM
and 2D-to-3D registration. Let us also call � A the scale fac-
tor that corresponds to the set ¥ Ó . This scale factor can be
computed by averaging the triples of scale factors of the el-
ements in ¥ Ó . Finally a different set ¥ Ó and scale factor �KA
is computed for every image @"A���G$� .

From the previous discussion it is clear that each ¥ Ó is
a set of matches that is based on the center of projection of
each image @#A independently. A set of matches that will
provide a globally optimal solution should consider all im-
ages of G#� simultaneously. Out of the scale factors computed
from each set ¥ Ó , the one that corresponds to the largest
number of matches is the one more robustly extracted by
the above procedure. That computed scale factor, ��ÚÛ$Ü , is
used as the final filtration for the production of the robust
set of matches ¦ out of ¥ . In particular, for each candidate
match ��c � � ' ��¥ , a set of scale factors are computed as

� � Ax� s c
u
Ï5ÐÑ�ÒÓ ss �

u
Ï Ô Ó�ÕÓ s

where N � � �&ÝÞ�#!�!�!���ß
, and

ß
is the number of images inG$� . The standard deviation of those scale factors with re-

spect to � ÚBÛ$Ü is computed and if it is smaller than a user-
defined threshold, �0c � � '

is considered as a robust match
and is added to the final list of correspondences ¦ . The
robustness of the match stems from the fact that it verifies
the robustly extracted scale factor � ÚÛÍÜ with respect to most
(or all) images @ A �EG$� . The pairs of center of projections�BÏeÐÑ�ÒÓ � Ï5Ô Ó�ÕÓ '

of images in G#� are also added to ¦ .
The list ¦ contains robust 3D point correspondences that

are used for the accurate computation of the similarity trans-
formation (scale factor � , rotation � , and translation Y )
between the models

%E:<�=#>#?
and

% ���0�
. The following

weighted error function is minimized with respect to �C� andY : Z(� o
� màl á

�Bâ�ã^ä s �C� T ��VåY
u
c s X

where the weight
ä � �

for all �0c � � ' �æ¦ that are not
the centers of projection of the cameras, and

äèç �
(user-



defined) when ��c � � ' �é�BÏ5ÐÑ�ÒÓ � Ï5Ô Ó�ÕÓ '
. By associating

higher weights to the centers we exploit the fact that we are
confident in the original pose produced by SFM and 2D-
to-3D registration. The unknown �"� and Y are estimated
by computing the least square solution from this error func-
tion. Note that � can be easily extracted from �C� since the
determinant of � is 1.

In summary, by utilizing the invariance of the scale factor
between corresponding points in

% :B<�=#>#?
and

%;���0�
, a set of

robust 3D point correspondences ¦ is computed. These 3D
point correspondences are then used for an optimal calcula-
tion of the similarity transformation between the two point
clouds. This provides a very accurate texture mapping result
of the high resolution images onto the dense range model%;:B<�=">$?

.

7. Results & Conclusions

We tested our algorithms using range scans and 2D im-
ages acquired from a large-scale urban structure (Shep-
ard Hall/CCNY) and from an interior scene (Great
Hall/CCNY). 22 range scans of the exterior of Shepard
Hall were automatically registered (Fig. 1) to produce a
dense model

% :B<�=">$?
. In one experiment, ten images where

gathered under the same lighting conditions. All ten of
them were independently registered (2D-to-3D registration
Sec. 4) with the model

% :B<�=#>#?
. The registration was op-

timized with the incorporation of the SFM model (Sec. 5)
and the final optimization method (Sec. 6). In a second ex-
periment, 22 images of Shepard Hall that covered a wider
area were acquired. Although the automated 2D-to-3D reg-
istration method was applied to all the images, only five
of them were manually selected for the final transforma-
tion (Sec. 6) on the basis of visual accuracy. For some of
the 22 images the automated 2D-to-3D method could not
be applied due to lack of linear features. However, all 22
images where optimally registered using our novel registra-
tion method (Sec. 6) after the SFM computation (Sec. 5).
Fig. 1 shows the alignment of the range and SFM models
achieved through the use of the 2D images. In Fig. 3(a) the
accuracy of the texture mapping method is visible. Fig. 3(b)
displays a similar result of an interior 3D scene. Table 1 pro-
vides some quantitative results of our experiments. Notice
the density of the range models versus the sparsity of the
SFM models. Also notice the number of robust matches in¦ (Sec. 6) with respect to the possible number of matches
(i.e., number of points in SFM). The final row Table 1 dis-
plays the elapsed time for the final optimization on a Dell
PC running Linux on an Intel Xeon-2GHz, 2GB-RAM ma-
chine.

We have presented a system that integrates multiview ge-
ometry and automated 3D registration techniques for tex-
ture mapping high resolution 2D images onto dense 3D

Shepard Hall Great Hall
Number of points (

� ���	��
�
) 12,483,568 13,234,532

Number of points (
� � ���

) 2,034 45,392 1,655
2D-images used 10 22 7
2D-to-3D registrations (Sec. 4) 10 5 3
No. of matches in ê (Sec. 6) 258 1632 156
Final optimization (Sec. 6) 8.65 s 19.20 s 3.18 s

Table 1. Quantitative results.

range data. The benefits of multiview geometry (SFM) and
automated 2D-to-3D registration are merged for the pro-
duction of photorealistic models with minimal human in-
teraction. Our approach provides a solution of increased ro-
bustness, efficiency and generality with respect to previous
methods.
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